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collider physics

LHC

100 TeV
pp

Naturalness: The theory 
should not require fine-
tuning of input parameters

Conventional assumption: If 
the low-energy EFT description 
is tuned, then the complete 
theory is also tuned



Alternative possibility: There could be many different solutions of the 
theory (“universes”) described by different EFTs, so that the Higgs mass 
is not a unique number.

The question now becomes “Why do we live in a solution with a 100 
GeV Higgs?”– a question about cosmology



Alternative possibility: There could be many different solutions of the 
theory (“universes”) described by different EFTs, so that the Higgs mass 
is not a unique number.

The question now becomes “Why do we live in a solution with a 100 
GeV Higgs?”– a question about cosmology

Scenarios:
• Anthropic Landscape– not a dynamical explanation
• Cosmological Relaxation (Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015)
 Talks by Peter Graham, Brian Batell, Tony Gherghetta

• Nnaturalness (Arkani-Hamed, Pinner, et. al.)
 Talk by Nima Arkani-Hamed



𝜙𝜙 slow rolls and “scans” 
the Higgs massΛ is the EFT cutoff scale; “bare” Higgs 

mass is 𝑀𝑀~Λ

Technically natural-- shift symmetry 
for 𝜙𝜙 broken only by small coupling 𝑔𝑔

𝜙𝜙 must vary over a range ∆𝜙𝜙~Λ/𝑔𝑔 to 
scan the Higgs mass by O(1)

Inflationary background 
cosmology: 𝑎𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻inf𝑡𝑡

Cosmological Relaxation
Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015



Cosmological Relaxation
Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015

Higgs mass goes 
negative, ℎ ≠ 0

ℎ ,𝑉𝑉(ℎ) increases

(Classical) evolution stops when 𝑉𝑉(ℎ)
𝑓𝑓

~𝑔𝑔Λ3; 

i.e. small EWSB scale is dynamically selected

𝑉𝑉 ℎ = 0 ~ 0



The QCD Relaxion
Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015



QCD potential only forms if

Relaxion potential shouldn’t 
backreact on inflation: 

The QCD Relaxion
Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015



QCD potential only forms if

Relaxion potential shouldn’t 
backreact on inflation: 

The QCD Relaxion
Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015

HOWEVER: Predicts QCD theta angle 
to be O(1). Ruled out by experiment!



Parameters?



Parameters?



Parameters?
What protects the Higgs and relaxion
potential above this scale?

What can give rise to this extremely 
controlled potential? 

What model describes the 
background cosmology 
during relaxation?

 Talks by Brian Batell and Tony Gherghetta



Towards Realistic Relaxion Models

Saving the QCD Relaxion: Could the relaxion potential depend on the 
background cosmology, such that at late times the QCD term dominates 
giving 𝜃𝜃QCD = 0?

During 
inflation Today



Towards Realistic Relaxion Models
Instead of QCD, couple the relaxion to some new strong force, with 
new fermions that have Higgs-dependent masses, e.g.   

But for a Higgs vev of ℎ ≈ 100 GeV to be an important effect, these 
fermion masses must at or below the weak scale. Are we back to new 
physics at the LHC?

Another cosmological dodge: Make fermion masses depend on some 
other field, such that they are heavy today: “Double-scanning” 
mechanism [Espinosa et. al. 2015]

𝐿𝐿, �𝐿𝐿,𝑁𝑁, �𝑁𝑁 charged 
under new strong 
gauge group



What is the Relaxion?

• ``Axion monodromy”: what is the physical origin?
• Alternately the relaxion could be periodic, with a 

potential like this:
What causes such high “harmonics”?

• Are there any issues with realizing field ranges much 
greater than 𝑀𝑀pl? For example, does the Weak 
Gravity Conjecture rule out models?

How do we get both periodic and non-periodic terms in the potential 
and the couplings to the Higgs?



Cosmology of Relaxation

Original model requires a very long period of low scale inflation. 
• Can this be an eternally inflating phase? 
• Can this be realized consistently with cosmological observations, 

without tuning? 
• How would our view change if we observe CMB tensor modes, 

suggesting high scale inflation?
• Could the mechanism be realized in other cosmological 

settings? (For example radiation domination [Hardy 2015]?)



Testability & Falsifiability

Are there any irreducible signatures of the relaxion
mechanism, analogous to top partners? Are oscillations 
of the Higgs vev observable today?

Will building more realistic models introduce new 
observables?

How should we evaluate model-building to hide 
observables?



Nnaturalness

Instead of this 
particle 
content…

𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 = 100 GeV2

Arkani-Hamed, Pinner et. al.

(Nima’s talk, 
Friday afternoon)



𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

100 GeV2

…

𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

1000 GeV2
𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

2000 GeV2
𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

−1000 GeV2
𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

3000 GeV2
𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

−2000 GeV2

…

𝑚𝑚ℎ
2 =

100000 GeV2

Nnaturalness
Arkani-Hamed, Pinner et. al.

+ cosmological dynamics which prefer to reheat the 
lightest sector to form the Universe

(Nima’s talk, 
Friday afternoon)



(Savas Dimopoulos, Talk at SUSY 2013)
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